
January 28h, 2011  
Mr. Robert A. Morin
Secretary General
Canadian Radio-television and
Telecommunications Commission
Ottawa, Ontario   K1A 0N2

Subject: Part VII Application to stay the implementation of Telecom Decision 
  CRTC 2011-44 (GAS Usage Based Billing).

Dear Mr. Morin,

1. In accordance with Part VII of the CRTC Telecommunications Rules of Procedures,  Vaxination 
Informatique hereby files the attached application to request that the Commission stay  the 
implementation of Telecom Decision CRTC 2011-44 issued January 25th 2011 and slated for 
implementation on March 1 2011. 

2. Coincident with this Stay of Execution request, Vaxination Informatique has filed a petition with the 
Governor in Council requesting the rescission of UBB decisions (2010-255/2010-802/2011-44)

3. Vaxination is filing the present application for a Stay with the Commission, in order that its petition 
is not rendered meaningless by a requirement to implement the impugned services, pending a 
determination by the Governor in Council with respect to that petition.

4. Specifically, Vaxination is requesting that the Commission stay the implementation date for the 
TN7181 approved by 2010-255 and varied by 2010-802 and 2011-44. 

5. The issuance of the 2011-44 decision was delayed until just a few days before ISPs must announce 
their new service pricing and limits to give their customers at least 30 days notice of the significant 
changes to their service.  While the general principles of TN7181 have been known for some time, 
no ISP could finalise specific pricing and implementation until the decision rendered its decision on 
the 2010-803 process.  As Bell Canada and Cable companies had argued that the ITMP had to 
implemented in precisely the same way to achieve the same level of ITMP effect,  ISPs have had to 
wait for the Commission’s decision to know whether there would be any room to announce slightly 
different pricing.

6. The Commission must also consider the current regulatory state of flux for the GAS service. Bell 
Canada has filed TN7290A and TN7293 to change the GAS service significantly, offering not 
only new speeds, but also significantly different core pricing and  implementing a significant UBB 
regime change.  The few ISPs who have announced UBB pricing so far, did so on the basis of the 
new tariffs because they did not wish to announce rates based on TN7181 only to have to change 
them a few weeks later.
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7. TN7181 forces ISPs to implement significant changes to their offerings, even for those who 
already had their own retail UBB. Because TN7290A and 7293 also  introduce significant 
changes, and because of the possibility of the Governor in Council rejecting regulated retail 
UBB pricing, ISPs will suffer harm by having to change their own rate structure multiple times 
within a short period of time, causing confusion with their customer base.

8. Primus  was diligent and announced UBB retail pricing for its own offering within 30 days 
notice of the February 1 implementation date announced in the GAS tariffs updated by Bell 
Canada in November to reflect the Commission’s 2010-802 decision. There have been 
numerous stories of significant number of Primus customers switching to other ISPs who were 
still announcing un-metered plans. While this may be anecdotal, it does show that regulatory 
confusion causing some ISPs to implement new rates based on TN7181 while others will do 
based on 7293/7290, there will be loss of customers and market disruption which would not 
happen should the 2010-44 decision be stayed and the UBB regime implementation be done 
once the 7290 and 7293 tariffs have been approved.

9. In fact, in one of its letters to the Commission, Bell Canada even offered to skip implementation 
TN7181 if the new tariffs were approved in time for a March 1 implementation. Bell Canada’s 
willingness to postpone implementation of its UBB regime shows that it would not suffer undue 
harm should the Commission stay implemnentation of TN7181 until the new tariffs are approved 
(or the Governor in Council rule on the concept regulated retail UBB paradigm).

10. As the UBB regime has been approved as an ITMP without any cost justification,  delaying 
its implementation should not cause any harm to Bell Canada because it has not justified its 
need for those revenues.  And since Bell Canada’s network in 2006 was fully able to support 
un-metered service for all its customers at 5mbps service, the lack of UBB for 5mbps service 
(to which GAS is still restricted) should not cause network problems for Bell Canada especially 
since most of its own customers have been moved to an allegedly new and different network.

11.  And because GAS ISPs do not yet have access to matching speeds, they will suffer irreparable 
loss of customers should they be forced to implement a UBB regime while still limited to 5mbps 
since they will lose the only advantage that allowed them to retain customers despited totally 
uncompetitive speeds.

12. Therefore, since Bell Canada will not be harmed if implementation of UBB for 5mbps service 
is stayed until the new tariffs, 

13. And since GAS ISPs will be harmed if implementation of UBB for 5mbps service is imposed 
for March 1,

14. The commission should suspend implementation of TN7181 until a Governor in Council decision 
on the petition or until TN7290A and 7293 are approved whichever comes last.

15. I urge the Commission to act quickly in this matter as time is running out. 

Yours truly,

Jean-François Mezei   
Vaxination Informatique  
jfmezei@vaxination.ca (514) 394-0348
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